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GREAT BRITAIN

At The Heart Of Global Youth Travel
2013 marks BETA’s 10th anniversary and since
formation BETA has been providing a network
to youth, student and educational travel
professionals with a unified voice on industry
insights and strategies.
Our many events have provided a platform
from which to raise the profile of the sector
and to demonstrate the enormous economic
value it represents for the UK.

It was with this in mind that BETA
commissioned this consumer facing study,
to uncover the trends, influences, attitudes
and behaviours of our young audience.
The aim is to help to inform our industry as
producers and suppliers of youth travel. It
is also to inform government departments,
official tourism offices and other outside
industries that derive a substantial income
from these travellers.

Research and market intelligence is a key
factor in defining the sector and in creating
awareness that it is thriving. BETA’s last piece
of research “Britain’s Shining Opportunity”
looked at the volume and value of the youth,
student and educational travel market to
the UK, with findings showing that it
contributes over £20 billion per annum to
the UK economy.

Our findings show that Great Britain is at
the Heart of Global Youth Travel, it is an
aspirational and inspirational destination
for young travellers. Their travel experiences
strongly influence that they intend to return
frequently, recommend highly and remain
faithful to brand Great Britain.

We are clear that travel from a young age
provides experiences, forms opinions,
allows greater cultural understanding and
tolerance of other cultures and nationalities.
We know that such experiences contribute
directly to the UK economy and the overall
competitiveness of Britain. We also know
that young travellers to the UK are likely to
return throughout their lifetime, to work,
trade and tour.

Board of Directors
British Educational Travel Association (BETA)

Executive Summary
Ask any young person about their interests

a whole, this particular sector is enjoying a

and international travel is highly likely to

post-recession boost in popularity and the UK

be one of the first that they say. You only

continues to welcome young travellers from

have to look at social media profiles to see

all over the world.

that travel features highly amongst young
people’s photos, ‘likes’ and updates. There
are some who will see overseas travel as a
means to an end: a way to reach a holiday
destination, a place to work or perhaps even
to study. Others may view the journey itself as
the objective: a way to see new places, enjoy
new experiences and literally broaden their

The UK’s role as a global youth travel
destination has never been more important.
In the eyes of young people around the
world, the UK is an exciting, trend-setting
place to visit and many come here to broaden
their horizons and to experience a culture that
is fast-paced yet also steeped in history.

horizons as they move from A to B. Some may

But who are they and why do they come

simply be enthusiastic at the prospect without

here? We wanted to understand some of

actively participating.

the reasons behind the UK’s long-standing

But whichever way you look at it, travel
remains on their radar and continues to
drive the global 18-35 year old – or ‘youth’
– travel industry. Unlike global tourism as

popularity and discover whether there are
any trends that may help to bring insight to
the sector and to profile the ‘typical’ youth
traveller to the UK.

So we carried out our own study, gathering
qualitative and quantitative data direct from
inbound UK youth travel audiences who were
visiting, had visited in the past 12 months or
had plans to visit very soon. This was then
combined with industry data and expert
viewpoints.
The purpose of this study has been to add

Below are some of
the key findings of
the study:
• The UK is a girl magnet: a rising five year

value to the sector as it continues to cater to

trend means that today, 75% of young

young people’s diverse and changing needs.

visitors to the UK are female.

The findings are presented and discussed
within this report, along with the implications
for the UK’s youth and educational travel
sector. Some of the findings may seem
surprising, some may be reassuring; all

• Half of all young travellers welcome
between two and four visitors from abroad
during their stay in the UK.
• 95% of young travellers would recommend

will provide important insight. into the

the UK as a travel destination to friends

motivations behind the decision-making

and family, making them powerful

Ultimately, we were able to use the data to

ambassadors for the youth travel industry.

create four youth traveller profiles - junior,

Young travellers are particularly enthused

student, backpacking and working traveller -

about the UK and much more likely to

and these are presented in the conclusions at

recommend the UK as a travel destination

the end of this report.

to family and friends than other segments
of the travel market.

• 55% of those surveyed describe the UK as

• 70% of youth travellers cite the

a ‘dream destination’ and 65% of the youth

recommendations of friends and

travel market had their high expectations of

family as the most influential

their UK trip exceeded.

factors when booking their trip.

• Our survey showed that the UK holds
such appeal for young travellers that 70%

• The number of youth travellers from Asia
is disproportionately low, partly due to

of them plan to return within five years,

expensive and complex visa processes.

despite the fact that they find the UK to be
expensive.

• International students are worth an
estimated £20 billion to the UK economy1.

• London has not lost its appeal: 83%
visit/plan to visit the UK capital. Top five
destinations for young people aside from

• 28% of young travellers use prepaid cards
as their preferred payment method.

London are: Edinburgh, Oxford, Manchester,
Cambridge and Bath.
• Young visitors are not just drawn to bright

• Young travellers are happy with public
transport in the UK with 75% saying they

city lights as many cite Stonehenge, the

find it easy to get around the country.

Lake District, the Cotswolds, the Brecon
Beacons and the Highlands as destinations
they would recommend to others.
• 86% say a trip to the UK is ‘easy to book
and plan’.
• 80% believe that education in the UK is
equal to or better than in their own country.

1

Britain’s Shining Opportunity, BETA (2011)
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Conclusions
Whilst this particular segment of the travel

travellers that we surveyed felt that the

market continues to buck the trend in terms

culture in the UK was orientated towards

of the global economy, it is evident that more

young people and with over 300 million

could be done to accommodate the needs

youth trips forecast per year by the year

of younger international visitors to the UK.

20201, we must work proactively with
our partners promoting the UK to ensure

The industry should also sit up and take note

that this is addressed within our global

of a number of emerging trends identified in

marketing of brand Great Britain. Youth,

this study. In particular, the combination of

student and educational travel represents

the fact that almost all would recommend

an enormous opportunity for the future

the UK to friends and family, the highly

growth of the UK travel and tourism industry

influential role of friends and family on their

as a whole and by reducing the barriers

decision-making and an overwhelming desire

to growth and increasing the welcome

to return here is undeniable evidence of

to young travellers it has the potential

a powerful army of UK ambassadors, just

to be one of the UK’s largest exports.

waiting to be harnessed. When you add the
finishing touch that young travellers will, on

Taking into account the traveller profiles

average, bring a further two to four visitors

and other key findings outlined in this

over to the UK during their stay, then there

report may enable the UK youth travel

is an incredible opportunity for increasing

industry to continue successfully shaping

the reach and appeal of the UK to overseas

the future of the sector and ensure that it

visitors in the youth travel sector and beyond.

continues to thrive and reflect the needs
of young people who come to work, study

Youth travellers give value to a destination

or play so that Great Britain continues to

over a lifetime, however, only 46% of young

be at the Heart of Global Youth Travel.
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